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Background
The recent severe acute respiratory
syndrome-coronavirus
(SARS-CoV-2),
which emerged in China in December
2019, is causing an outbreak of
respiratory disease (named COVID-19
disease
by
the
World
Health
Organization, WHO) and deaths in
many parts of the world.1 This virus is a
member of the Coronaviridae family,
identified in the mid-1960s. Highly
pathogenic strains of this family have
emerged during the last two decades,
including SARS-CoV-2, Middle East
respiratory syndrome virus (MERS-CoV,
2012, Saudi Arabia), and severe acute
respiratory syndrome virus (SARS-CoV,
2003, China). Coronaviruses, ranging
from 60 to 220 nm in size, are enveloped
single-stranded RNA viruses with crownlike spikes on their surfaces.2,3 The new
SARS-CoV-2 virus is known to spread by
person-to-person
contact
(through
respiratory droplets over a short
distance) or via fecal–oral routes.4
Because the new virus has already begun
to spread worldwide, it is important for
water engineers and professionals to
understand the nature and fate of

coronavirus and effective measures to
protect public health.

Does coronavirus enter
the urban water cycle?
To our water research community, one
particularly important question is the
fate of the SARS-CoV-2 virus in the
urban water cycle and the risks to
public health. Previous studies have
shown that coronaviruses exist and can
maintain their viability in sewage and
hospital wastewater, originating from
the fecal discharge of infected
patients.5,6 Growing attention to this
issue is also supported by studies
highlighting the persistence of these
viruses in aquatic environments and
wastewater
treatment
plants.7,8
Therefore, the SARS-CoV-2 virus may
already be present in wastewater,
although its concentration and viability
remain to be confirmed.4 On the other

hand, how long this coronavirus can
survive and remain infectious once
discharged into wastewater is an open
question. Studies carried out following
the 2003 SARS epidemic have found
traces of the virus in sewage, as
coronaviruses can survive to a certain
extent in the absence of adequate
disinfection, multiplying the chance of
contagion (Fig. 1).6,8–14
The survival of coronaviruses in
water depends on a number of factors,
including temperature (coronaviruses
are very sensitive to temperature), light
exposure (solar or UV inactivation),
organic matter (viruses can adsorb onto
particles of organic matter, affecting
settling behavior or light shielding), and
the
presence
of
antagonist
microorganisms (increasing the extent
of
inactivation).
The
continuous
recurrence of cases connected with the
most aggressive viruses, specifically
SARS-CoV in China in 2003 with about
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Fig. 1 Coronavirus in water and sanitation systems: fate, occurrence, inactivation methods.
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750 deaths, the “avian” H5N1 (highly
pathogenic
avian
influenza)
in
southeast Asia in 2003, MERS-CoV in
Saudi Arabia in 2012 with about 850
deaths, and the Ebola virus disease
(EVD) in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra
Leone in 2013, highlighted the need for
greater information
on
potential
transmission through environmental
exposure routes, including water and
wastewater
exposure
pathways.15
Therefore, we recommend a target
monitoring program specifically for
coronaviruses
during
water
and
wastewater treatment to further assess
their fate in the urban water cycle.
Proper surrogates for SARS-CoV2 may
also need to be developed for a regular
monitoring program.16

Is coronavirus infectious
if present in water?
Existing scientific research on viruses in
water
and
wastewater
recycling
processes has also produced substantial
evidence of the routes of human
infection by pathogens in water.12
Because coronaviruses can remain
infectious for days in sewage and for
longer periods in drinking water, water
contaminated by coronaviruses is a
potential vehicle for human exposure if
aerosols are generated.5,8 For example,
during the 2003 SARS outbreak, the
aerosolization
of
water
droplets
containing coronaviruses from a leaking
sewage pipe in a residential apartment
resulted in a cluster of cases spread
through a community in Hong Kong.5
In addition, coronavirus finds its way
into
drinking
water
distribution
systems, especially where a lower
concentration of residual disinfectant is
detected in the system; its viral stability
could be maintained by colonizing
bacteria in biofilms in distribution
systems and it could enter individual
homes. There could be risks of
aerosolization of coronavirus-containing
droplets from shower heads when
individuals take showers at home. This
aerosol–human transmission pathway is
believed to be important for human
exposure to Legionella pneumophila from
drinking water in residential homes.
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How can coronavirus
occurrence in
wastewater be
minimized?
The disinfection steps in both drinking
water plants and wastewater treatment
plants (WWTPs) and the associated
regulatory requirements have been
developed to inactivate and kill off a
broad spectrum of pathogens. The
recent coronavirus outbreak highlights
the importance of disinfection to
protect public health. For example,
based on coronavirus disinfection data
from healthcare settings, the U.S.
Occupational
Safety
and
Health
Administration (OSHA) released its new
wastewater worker guidance in February
2020, stating that current disinfection
technologies employed in WWTPs, such
as oxidation with hypochlorous acid
(also known as free chlorine) or
peracetic acid, and inactivation by
ultraviolet irradiation, are expected to
be effective in protecting wastewater
workers, as well as the public, from
coronavirus.17
Regarding the choices of disinfectant
for coronavirus inactivation in water,
the use of chlorine still represents the
best economic solution.18 However,
chlorine reacts with ammonia present
in wastewater to form combined
chlorine (chloramine), which behaves
differently to free chlorine during
disinfection. Thus, it is important to
understand the chlorine/chloramine
speciation and breakpoints specific to
the wastewater chemistry for each
facility. Furthermore, it is necessary to
establish
quantitative
disinfection
kinetics, for example, log inactivation
vs. CT values of coronaviruses for
traditional
disinfectants,
including
chlorine, chloramine and ozone, and
emerging
disinfectants,
including
peracetic acid and hydrogen peroxide.
The role of the optimal dose of residual
disinfectant is also crucial for drinking
water systems.
In WWTPs, membrane bioreactors
(MBRs) can also play an important
role.19,20
Viruses
are
generally
concentrated in suspended solids that
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are efficiently removed by filtration
mechanisms. In MBRs the retention of
suspended solids in the bioreactor,
combined with the presence of
antagonist microorganisms and adverse
chemical–physical conditions, leads to
the efficient inactivation of enveloped
viruses, such as coronaviruses.19,20
Peracetic acid has been found to have
some efficacy against some nonenveloped viruses (e.g. norovirus) that
are known to be more resistant than
enveloped
viruses.13,21
Additional
research could provide reassurance of
the
effectiveness
of
disinfection
processes,
specifically
against
coronaviruses and at lower doses and
contact times. Additional studies may
also be warranted for disinfectants such
as peracetic acid and combined chlorine
(chloramine), where there is a lack of
coronavirus-specific
data
or
the
evidence suggests higher bacterial
susceptibility to disinfection compared
to viruses.

What are the future
research needs?
One research need is to develop new or
upgrade existing water and wastewater
treatment infrastructure for hot-spots
that possibly receive coronavirus from
sources including hospitals, community
clinics and nursing homes. A fit-forpurpose
and
decentralized
virus
inactivation treatment for wastewater
discharged from these places will
reduce the environmental loading of
viruses and secondary transmission.
Additional portable disinfection devices
for drinking water in individual
households will also help minimize
waterborne viral infection. For example,
light emitting diode (LED)-based UV
point-of-use systems may be possible
for
decentralized
disinfection.
Furthermore, in places where urine
separation infrastructure has been
implemented, additional disinfection
treatment of urine waste is needed in
combination with resource recovery.
Another important research need is a
better understanding of the efficacy of
emerging disinfection technologies for
coronavirus
inactivation,
especially
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treatment steps that are integrated into
potable water reuse, including UV-based
advanced oxidation processes (UV/AOPs)
and ozone/biologically activated carbon
(O3/BAC). For UV/AOP systems, photooxidants including hydrogen peroxide,
chlorine, chloramine, persulfate and
peracetic
acid
warrant
additional
research.22 In addition, regulatory
guidelines for virus removal in potable
reuse systems need additional review for
possible more stringent requirements in
the event of a coronavirus outbreak. For
example, the state of California currently
requires a 12-log removal of viruses
during the entire indirect potable
treatment train. Additional log-removal
credit may be needed to protect public
water systems in light of a virus outbreak.
Preferential requirements for different
viruses may also be needed.
Drinking water distribution systems
are another area with research needs.
Main distribution system service line
pipes and premise plumbing in
residential buildings are known to have
bacterial colonies and biofilm growth.
Whether these biologically active
systems also host viruses and affect
their viral stability is an open question.
Better characterization and monitoring
of viral pathogen diversity including the
emerging coronavirus in aging drinking
water distribution systems will protect
the public from possible waterborne
infection.
As a preventative measure against
the coronavirus outbreak, the public is
significantly increasing the use of
bactericides, virucides and disinfectants
to prevent a possible infection and is
limiting travel and activities. This
behavior affects our lifestyle and the
economy, but from an environmental
point of view it will increase the
environmental presence of antibioticresistant bacteria. This will have
indirect impacts on ecosystems and
human health, but at the same time
reduces global emissions in the
atmosphere. Is this sustainable? In the
future, we will certainly need to support
research and innovation projects that
establish integrated and cross-sector
approaches
for
risk-management,
combining the research areas of
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contaminants of emerging concern (CEC),
pathogens and antimicrobial resistance
genes. The whole water cycle, from the
sources of river basins, estuaries and
oceans, to wastewater discharge and water
reuse, needs to be considered. To address
these challenges in a comprehensive way
and to develop multidisciplinary and
practical solutions for safe drinking water
and healthy aquatic environments,
research communities of chemists,
environmental engineers, microbiologists
and public health specialists should work
together and create synergistic joint
approaches.
It is now clear to all that
globalisation also introduces new health
risks. When developed countries want
to
do
business
internationally,
including in developing countries where
water and sanitation systems are often
insufficient or ineffective, they must
take into account the possibility of
introducing viruses and epidemics in
their cities. Where water and sanitation
systems are not adequate, the risk of
finding novel viruses is very high. Since
it probably is not right to restrict
business and people's freedom, do
developed countries have a shared
responsibility to diffuse an epidemic? In
a responsible and ideal scenario, the
governments of developed countries
must support and finance water and
sanitation systems in developing
countries, in order to also protect the
citizens of their own countries.
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